Candidates for November 8th, 2022
General Election

COUNTY OFFICES

COUNTY CLERK
LORI L. BONGARTZ – DEMOCRATIC
JENNIFER EBNER – REPUBLICAN

COUNTY TREASURER
NO CANDIDATE – DEMOCRATIC
JAMES L. SPELICH – REPUBLICAN

COUNTY SHERIFF
NO CANDIDATE – DEMOCRATIC
ADAM C. DISS – REPUBLICAN

REGIONAL SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
CHRISTOPHER B. DVORAK – DEMOCRATIC
NO CANDIDATE - REPUBLICAN
COUNTY BOARD DISTRICTS (#1 THRU #29)

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #1

NO CANDIDATE – DEMOCRATIC
JOANNE M. MCNALLY – REPUBLICAN
STEPHEN CARLSON - INDEPENDENT

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #2

NO CANDIDATE – DEMOCRATIC
GARY SMALL - REPUBLICAN

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #3

NO CANDIDATE – DEMOCRATIC
KINDRA POTTINGER - REPUBLICAN

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #4

NO CANDIDATE – DEMOCRATIC
BETH FINDLEY SMITH - REPUBLICAN

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #5

NO CANDIDATE – DEMOCRATIC
CATHERINE OWENS - REPUBLICAN

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #6

NO CANDIDATE – DEMOCRATIC
KATHY BRIGHT - REPUBLICAN

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #7

NO CANDIDATE – DEMOCRATIC
CRAIG E. EMMETT - REPUBLICAN

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #8

NO CANDIDATE – DEMOCRATIC
DOUGLAS L. STOCKLEY - REPUBLICAN

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #9

CAROLYN MOORE - DEMOCRATIC
RAY GATZA - REPUBLICAN
Candidates Continued…..

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #10
JOSEPH OSCEPINSKI, JR - DEMOCRATIC
GLEN R. PRATT - REPUBLICAN

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #11
JOSEPH E. WITCZAK – DEMOCRATIC
RICK O’SADNICK - REPUBLICAN

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #12
JILL BERNAL – DEMOCRATIC
NO CANDIDATE - REPUBLICAN

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #13
MIKE KASAP – DEMOCRATIC
CRYSTAL LOUGHRAN - REPUBLICAN

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #14
JOSEPH A. SAVITCH – DEMOCRATIC
NO CANDIDATE - REPUBLICAN

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #15
DAVID TORRES – DEMOCRATIC
NO CANDIDATE - REPUBLICAN

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #16
JOSEPH J. PANZICA, JR – DEMOCRATIC
WILLIAM J. BROWN, JR - REPUBLICAN

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #17
DOUGLAS TRAGER – DEMOCRATIC
NO CANDIDATE - REPUBLICAN

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #18
PAMELA BECKETT – DEMOCRATIC
LLOYD CHAPMAN - REPUBLICAN

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #19
LOU ANNE CARRETTO – DEMOCRATIC
NO CANDIDATE - REPUBLICAN
COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #20
TOM P. WALSH – DEMOCRATIC
NO CANDIDATE - REPUBLICAN

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #21
BRIAN R. DOSE – DEMOCRATIC
NO CANDIDATE - REPUBLICAN

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #22
JERRY HICKS – DEMOCRATIC
STEPHEN AUBRY - REPUBLICAN

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #23
NO CANDIDATE – DEMOCRATIC
MICHAEL A. MCEMERY, SR - REPUBLICAN

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #24
NO CANDIDATE – DEMOCRATIC
ARRATTA A. ZNANIECKI - REPUBLICAN

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #25
FRED NIMKE – DEMOCRATIC
RONALD BLUE - REPUBLICAN

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #26
NO CANDIDATE – DEMOCRATIC
TONY TOOLEY - REPUBLICAN

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #27
NO CANDIDATE – DEMOCRATIC
WALTER ROACH - REPUBLICAN

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #28
NO CANDIDATE – DEMOCRATIC
MATT SLAGER - REPUBLICAN

COUNTY BOARD DISTRICT #29
NO CANDIDATE – DEMOCRATIC
TINA BUSCH – REPUBLICAN